
23 June 2017

Charlie Woodrum
NOAA/NWS Pacific Region Headquarters, Honolulu, HI
Regional Operational Services Meteorologist

John Bravender
NOAA/NWS Weather Forecast Office, Honolulu, HI
Warning Coordination Meteorologist

Dear Charlie, John:

We are writing in support of the inclusion of vog as an official forecast element in 
NWS forecasts, the point-and-click forecasts, Zone Forecast Products, NOAA 
Weather Radio, and the National Digital Forecast Database (NDFD).  The inclusion of 
“vog” (volcanic smog) as a term in the NWS glossary would benefit the general 
public and the university of atmospheric science research communities. Hawai’i, and 
other communities in the U.S. and abroad, would benefit from improved consistency 
in communication about vog as a weather and public health hazard, and its 
distinction from “haze” and “volcanic ash”.

The distinction between “vog” and “haze” as a forecast element would benefit the 
general public by distinguishing it from other terms.  The atmospheric chemistry of 
vog differs from the most common causes of haze in urban areas and has a body of 
literature devoted uniquely to its health effects.  Awareness of vog as a health 
hazard has increased public interest in vog and vog forecasts.  As the point of 
contact for the Vog Measurement and Prediction project (VMAP) vog forecasts and a 
vog researcher at the University of Hawaii at Manoa, I frequently receive emails that 
demonstrate confusion about forecasts that include the term “haze.”  Because vog is 
a health hazard of which the general public in Hawai’i is aware, the most common 
misperception is that all haze within the state of Hawaii is vog.  This causes some 
people unnecessary alarm and to take unnecessary precautions, even when it is 
clear to an atmospheric scientist that the observed haze derives from sea salt or 
another non-volcanic processes.  This confusion could be avoided with more precise 
terminology that allows the distinction between “vog” (volcanic smog) and “haze”.

The addition of the term “vog” would further distinguish it from the existing term 
“volcanic ash”.  Currently, the Aviation Weather Center produces forecasts of 
volcanic ash.  These forecasts appropriately do not include vog.  The primary risks 
to life and property that volcanic ash poses differ both mechanistically and in effect 
from the risks that vog poses.

The university and atmospheric science research communities would also benefit 
from the clearer distinction between the terms “vog”, “haze”, and “volcanic ash”.  
This is achievable through the inclusion of “vog” as an official NWS forecast element.  



This distinction is currently made in current scientific literature.  “Vog,” as a term, is 
included in university textbooks and commonly accepted in use by professional 
organizations such as the American Meteorological Society, which designated it as 
the word of the month for May 2017. NWS use of the term would reinforce current 
atmospheric science education efforts and promote acceptance of the term in the 
public vernacular.

In summary, the general public and atmospheric science communities would benefit 
from the inclusion of “vog” as a forecast element in NWS forecasts.  Please contact 
me at (808) 772-3544 if any other materials are required or may help in the 
decision.

Sincerely,

Lacey Holland
Postdoctoral Researcher
Dept. of Atmos. Sci., University of Hawaii at Manoa
(808) 772-3544

Steven Businger
Professor and Chair
Dept. of Atmos. Sci., University of Hawaii at Manoa
(808) XXX-XXXX


